Every inhabitant of Pilsen can see problem of homeless people every day in his life in situation that attract his attention or disturb him. Also there are situations big group of homeless people molest him in big shopping centers or railway station.

In situation there are not any asylum centers group of homeless people should be bigger and in slovenly situation.

Only asylum centre in Plzeňský kraj is Domov st. Františka with its large scale of services belongs to a few similar asylum centers in CR.

Except mentioned Domova sv. Františka there are also two centers with status of asylum centre – for homeless woman with children - Domov sv. Zdislavy,
for homeless woman and dodgers of rent payment - Naděje

The goal of this writing is mapping of services provided to this people living on the edge of human society, in asylum homes in Pilsen and test to valorize these services from the point of past oration.
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